
Groundbreaking Approach To Achieving Fair
Pay

In today's world, achieving fair pay for all employees has become a major
concern. Income inequality is a prevalent issue that affects individuals and
societies, causing social and economic imbalances. However, there's a
groundbreaking approach that aims to address this problem and create a level
playing field for everyone.

The Traditional Pay System
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Traditionally, the pay system has been based on factors such as job title, level of
education, and years of experience. While these factors hold some importance,
they often fail to consider the true value of an individual's contribution to the
organization. This has led to disparities where some employees are overpaid
while others are underpaid for their work.
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The Flaws in Merit-Based Pay

Merit-based pay, another widely used approach, attempts to reward employees
based on their performance and achievements. However, this system can also be
flawed, as it is subject to personal biases, favoritism, and inconsistent evaluation
methods.

A New Approach: Skill-Based Pay

The groundbreaking approach to achieving fair pay lies in skill-based pay. Rather
than focusing solely on job titles or experience, skill-based pay acknowledges the
unique skills and abilities that each individual brings to the table.
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Skill-based pay is rooted in the belief that employees should be compensated
based on the value they deliver to the organization through their specific skill
sets. This approach encourages employees to continuously develop and enhance
their skills, leading to improved performance and productivity.

By rewarding employees based on their skills, organizations can foster not only
fairness but also a culture of learning and growth. Employees are motivated to
acquire new skills and knowledge, as they understand that their compensation is
directly linked to their capabilities.

The Benefits of Skill-Based Pay

Implementing skill-based pay offers several advantages not only to the
employees but also to the organization as a whole.

Increased Motivation: Skill-based pay provides a tangible incentive for
personal and professional growth, leading to higher employee motivation.

Enhanced Productivity: When employees feel their efforts are justly
rewarded, they are more likely to be engaged and productive, benefiting the
organization's overall performance.

Improved Talent Acquisition and Retention: A skill-based pay system
attracts top talent as it demonstrates a commitment to recognizing and
valuing individual skills. Additionally, it encourages current employees to stay
and grow with the organization.

Equal Opportunities: This approach reduces pay disparities and ensures
that employees are compensated fairly, regardless of their background or
personal characteristics.

Competitive Advantage: Organizations that embrace skill-based pay gain a
competitive edge by attracting highly skilled individuals and creating a culture



of continuous learning and improvement.

Implementing Skill-Based Pay

The implementation of skill-based pay requires a thorough assessment of job
roles and the skills necessary to excel in them. Organizations need to create
clear guidelines and criteria for evaluating and ranking the various skills.

Transparent communication about skill-based pay and the expectations
associated with it is crucial. Employees should be informed about the skills
valued by the organization and provided with opportunities to develop and
demonstrate these skills.

Regular reviews and updates to ensure fairness and accuracy in skill assessment
are also necessary. This includes considering advancements in technology and
industry trends that may require new sets of skills.

Groundbreaking approaches like skill-based pay are reshaping the landscape of
fair pay. By focusing on individual skills rather than traditional factors,
organizations can strive for equitable compensation and foster a culture of
continuous development.

Achieving fair pay is not only a moral imperative but also an investment in the
success and sustainability of organizations. By adopting skill-based pay, we can
pave the way towards a more just and prosperous future.
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“An infectiously evenhanded, useful approach to assessing fairer pay.” — Kirkus

"How much are you worth? Rick Gillis brings science to the art of getting paid
fairly at work." — Adrian Gostick & Chester Elton, Best Selling Authors | The
Carrot Principle, Leading With Gratitude & Anxiety At Work

Leveling the Paying Field offers anyone who takes home a paycheck, seeking a
new job opportunity, or carving out their own career path the opportunity to take
pay parity into their own hands. Several books exist on the topic of fair pay, but
none offers an individual approach to achieving fair pay like Leveling the Paying
Field. 

In his latest book, author Rick Gillis has created a rich new metric for measuring
the value of the work you produce he calls the QTNT® (pronounced: ‘quotient’).
Your QTNT score can then be used to reasonably and realistically challenge your
current rate of pay. Not only can equal pay for equal work ultimately be realized,
but even better, proper pay for outstanding performance becomes the new
normal. 
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“This is an important book - for job seekers and hiring managers alike.” — Hung
Lee, Curator & Editor | RecruitingBrainfood.com

“...in clear and concise steps, he has dispelled any uncertainty of exactly how to
level up and get paid what you are worth.” — Alisa Murray, Award winning
Columnist and Content Creator | Living the Sweet Life 

“In Leveling the Paying Field Rick Gillis has brought his lifetime of career
management experience to solving one of the hardest aspects of compensation
and negotiation: quantifying performance and
value fairly and accurately, regardless of role or gender... His ‘quotient’ will work
for everyone…” — Lisa Gates, Negotiation & Career Story Coach |
StoryHappensHere.com
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